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PHOTOGRAPHING YOUR BINDINGS
Anyone with a modern camera can photograph their bindings to a reasonable quality to meet their own particular needs
despite not being well-expeienced in photography . Here then, are some notesfor'amateur' photographers to record their
bindings.
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L-OST OF US TAKE PHOTOGRAPHS of family

IVIf.'fi?it,H}5::$ffiT,H;i:l?:Tff#H;
over the past decade have brought photography within the
capability and price range ofthe general public. Before we
deal with lsshniques, let us examine some of the more
modern equipment and filns available.

CAMERAS
The best type of camera for this purpose is. without a
doubt, the single lens reflex (SLR) whether 35mm or
larger-sized format; the chief advantage being the view
seen in the viewfinder is exactly the same as the image
recorded on the fi lm, i.e. there is no'parallax' error between
the viewfinder image and the film image. Although SLRs
together with the use of interchangeable lenses and other
accessories will give the best results, they are, however,

quite expensive.
A smaller-sized raage of 35mm czuneras are available

which can be satisfactorily used and are popular as they
have simple-to-operate features such as automatic expo-
sure and focusing, fiIm self loading, power film winding
after each exposure and auto-rewinding, power operated
zoom (variable focal lengths to give wide-angle or tele-
photo effects) and are generally fitted with 'pop-up'
electronic flash to provide extra lighting in dull conditions.
These cuneras remove all the'guess work'in photography
to give a technically perfect photo$aph. Disposable
cameras are not recommended.

The main disadvantage with some small-sized auto-
matic caneras is that the image as seen in the view finder
may not necessarily be the same as that recorded on the
film and you will need to make allowances for this
'parallax' error.
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FILMS
A wide range of photographic film is available. The most
popula.r a.re the colour print fiLns but some photographers
also use the black and white (monochrome or BW) films
or colour slide films. Your bindings look best if recorded
on colour film.

There are many types of colour print films. The chief
difference is in the speed ofthe film emulsion, the slowest
film speed is rated at ASAI00 which gives a very fine
'g1ein' size with good colour and sharpness of image.
ASA200 film also gives good colour and sharpness of
image, then fiLns of ASA400, ASAI000 and even faster
ratings. Each of these fihns being of very fast speed for
photography in poor lighting conditions or for rapidly
travelling subjects will give coarse grain sizes with conse-
quent loss of image sharpness. The best films to record
your bindings are either the ASAI00 or ASA200 speed
rating. All modern films are 'DX coded' i.e. the sensors on
the film cassette relay the fihn speed rating to the camera
which then automatically adjusts the speed settings to
adapt to that film.

The most commonly available fiLns are 'daylighf
types, i.e. the film emulsions are colour-balanced for use
in good daylight or with electonic flash. Daylight fihn
emulsions arc quite 'blind' if used under incandescent or
fluorescent lighting as such lighting delivers insufficient
'colour temperature'; incandescent lighting giving a red-
dish colouring to the finished photo and fluorescent light-
ing giving a darkened or geenish colourhg. 'Tungsten'
fihns are available as a specidist fihn for use with flood
lighting or specific colour correction filters can be em-
ployed but this is a difficult subject for the casual photog-
rapher to comprehend therefore, use daylight type film
under good daylight conditions for the best results.

Daylight colour slide transparency fiLn is anothergood
medium to record your bindings. The advantages of using
slides are for the large-sized projection onto a screen to
illustrate at meetings and/or for colour separations in the
colour printing of books and catalogues. Colour print film
is generally not satisfactory for publication purposes.

LIGHTING
This is the most important item. The best by far is to set up
the binding in sunlight ensuring that there are no shadows
caused by the binding or from other objects falling across
the subject. Tum the binding around to obtain the best
effect. Remember, the sun is always in motion across the
sky and continual adjustment ofthe binding's position will
be required.

Diffrrsed lighting effects may be obtained by the stra-
tegic placement of white cartridge paper mounted or
pinned onto supports. This will require some experimen-
tation which could be beneficial for settrng up for indoors
locations.

Elecronic flash whether direct or as a'fill-in'may be
beneficial in some circumstances and, in the main, will
give quite satisfactory recordhgs. While the use of elec-
tronic flash could offer a quick solution for photographing
your bindings, be careful that unforeseen reflections on
shiny leather surfaces or 'buming out' of some of the
tooling and titling could occur. This is not evident until you
receive your processed photographs. An electronic flash
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can also cause deep shadows on the background feature or
at the edges ofthe bindings and, ifthis is a cause of concern,
the use of a flash diffrrser such as fine muslin overthe flash
unit could reduce the effects of reflections and harsh
shadows.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE ST'BIECT
The following are important considerations for enhancing
the composition of the finished work, viz. cemera distance
and background.

Fully extend the zoom range of the lens to 70 or 80mm
focal length then arrange the cqmera distance so that 85 to
90% of the photo frame area is filled. Ideally, the distance
from the czuaera to the subject should be no closer tlan
abott l%to2 metres ftom the subject. Ifthe distance is too
close, the subjectwill be distortedandflat surfaces curved.
The finished photo should be devoted to practically the
whole ofthe binding withthe extraneous surrounding area
cropped out. After all, we wish to see the binding itself and
not be distracted by anything else, particularly the 'stage
props'.

Despite the above, it is unavoidable not to include some
background which should be a compatible offiwhite or a
light coloured matt surface to give some contrast. Dark
coloured or glossy backgrounds axe not recommended as
the subject may merge in with the background and become
obscured. Place the background material well behind the
subject so that shadows (if any) may be diffirsed. White
cartridge paper reflector screens would be an advantage.
See Figure 1.

Off-white or light-coloured background

.4 Binding being
/ / pholographed

matt-surfaced
reflectors

Arrangement of the bindings will require considera-
tion. Bindings with decorated front covers and/or decorat-
ed spines should be arranged so that both can be seen as

either an oblique or as a perspective view. Bindings with
decorated front and rear covers and decorated spines

should be opened out to display these features. See Figure 2.

It will be necessary to support bindings in some manner
but all supports and'props'used should be entirely hidden
from the view of the calnera.

The standard texts say that the camera should be

supported on a tripod and the camera shutter operated by
a cable release. This is all very well but most cnmeras
owned by casual photogaphers may not have the facility
for a cable release attachment. Most auto SLRs require an

expensive elecffonic cable release.

A
FIGURE 1
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Binding with
decorated spine
and front cover

Bindlng with
decorated spine,

front and rear covers
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But all is not lost. The camera may be hand-held and
operated in the normal manner using the ordinary automat-
ic speed settings. Using some of the hints outlined above,
one can successfully obtain a colour photo of his or her
binding(s) sufficient for record purposes. I have been
taking photos of assorted subjects for over 50 years and
have rarely come up with a 'dud' photo. Taking good
photos is not all that great a mystery.

John R Newland,
Birchgrove, NSW.

work table or platen on which the work piece being
blocked has been set up is raised, whilst in head-falling
types, the head holding the chase (and type or design) is
Iowered down onto the work piece. Head-falling models
are usually prefened as one is less likely to disturb the
setting-up of the work piece.

Either type of operation allows for adjusment of the
head height relative to the york table or platen to compen-
sate for different thicknesses ofwork pieces. In any press,
it is essential the head, and therefore the chase, and the
work table be parallel and setscrews are usually provided
to facilitate such adjustments.

TIIE CHASE
The type or design to be applied is held in a chase. This
article does not encompass the setting of type (or style)
except to say that it must be locked sufficiently tightly by
means of a quoin (or locking piece) to prevent the type and
fumiture from falling out when the chase is turned over and
placed in the press. Also, the quoin must not be over-
tightened so that it cannot be easily undone. Remember,
the type metal and spacers both expand when heated.

Marginal inegularities between letters should be ab-
sorbed by placing one or two pieces of thin card (or thick
paper, but not art paper as the surface adheres to the type
metal) benveen the rows of type letters and the line spacers.
These pieces of card should be the height of the line
spacers.

Type should be placed centrally within the chase so
that the pressures dwing operation are applied centrally
and not introduce offset or eccentric loading thereby
causing unevenness in the blocking.

The correct practice in setting lines oftype is to place
spacers (quods or wider) at the ends ofeach line so that the
lengths of all lines will be the same regardless of the type
content (see Figure 2). This packing eliminates any ten-
dency for the spacrng pieces to flex when locking-up the
type which in tum ensures the type is adequately held and

USING A BLOCKING PRESS
This article is based on a workshop given by Rowley Corbett of the NSll Guild of Craft Bookbinders in October t 995
to show members many of the essentials of using a blocking press for titling and/or for applying a pattern.

FIGURE 2

I-t OR MANY AMATEUR BOOKBINDERS, title and/

H or desigp blocking can be a most disconcerting
I process. Coming close to the end of the "produc-
tion", it can make or mar the appearance of the final
product, especially in case binding when the blocking is
placed directly onto the case rather than onto a separate
piece of material.

Lack ofunderstanding and inexperience leads to block-
ing presses and type being the most abused equipment
within the RalphLewis Workshop. Asblockingpresents so
many problems, it seems pertinent to try to gather informa-
tion together for bookbinders in general.

BLOCKING PRESSES, TYPES OF
Blocking presses suitable for short runs of work (usually a
one-off item) come in a wide range of sizes, but in two
basic construction styles and with two basic forms of
operation.

The constmction styles are the twin-column and the
goose-neck which are illustrated in Figures lA and 1B on
the next page. Their essential features are:

. Twin-column. There is an inherent restriction on each
side due to the positions ofthe col 'mns but the work
can only protrude ftom the front and rear or the
work table or platen. The twin-cohunn presses are
more robust and can usually accommodate larger-
sized chases but access to the working area is
somewhat restricted.. Goose-neckpress. The operating area is less restricted
and the work being blocked can overlap the work
table or platen. The bookbinder is probably best
served with a goose-neck style press.

The forms of operation, Ieaving aside the hydraulic or
motorised options since only the hand-lever types of
operation are viable for short run work, are the table-rising
and the head-falling types. In the table-rising types, the
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FIGIIRE 1A: A Twin-column Blocking Press.

will not fall out of the chase.
The chase is mounted in the press head on a pair of

dovetail or straight nrnners and is pushed carefirlly home
to the stop position. The chase is then secured gently with
the side locking screw to remove any slackness. Again
remember, heat expands both the runners and the chase and
excessive tightening of the locking screw will make it
almost impossible to undo. People at tbe Ralph Lewis
Worl<shopbave actually broken the locking screw through
over-tightening!

Keep ends of quods/spacers fairly even
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FIGURE 1B: A Goose-neck Blocking Press.

SETTING OF THE HEADNilORK TABLE GAP
If one works regularly with book covers of consistent
board thickness, it should not be necessary to adjust the gap
between the chase and the work table as normal operation
allows for a variation of at least 7mm. This gap should be
set so that there is some movement of the operating arm,
hence the chase or work table, to achieve the desired
amount of pr ssure on the work piece.

Most operators find it preferable to have the gap set so
that the operating handle is normally in the vertical to 600
sector, where control is best and the work piece is less

likely to be dislodged by the operator's aml.

ALIGI\MENT OF THE WORK PIECE
There are three basic situations for aligning the work piece
under the type. In any method, first it is necessary to
determine where the impression will lie relative to the
work table. To do this, cover the work table with a sheet of
board securing it with adhesive tape. On a goose-neck
press, this board can be larger than the work table if it is
required to support a large-sized work piece. On top of the

board affach, dso with adhesive tape, a sheet ofplain paper
then place a sheet ofcarbon paper face down on the plain
paper. Ensuring that the work table is pushed finnly home,
lower the head (or raise the work table) until the title or
design is copied onto the plain paper. This copy is then
used to mark on the centreline(s) needed for aligument of
the work piece.

FIGURE 2
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For a srngle-line title, the alignment needed is the
vertical centrelixe of the type plus the end points. For a
multi-line title, it is usually the centreline of the type (viz
across the lines) and the end points. These are best marked
using a square off the edge of the work table. See the
illustration in Figure 3 for typical markings.

When blocking a title
piece on skiver, or directly on
the spine prior to attaching to
the boards, it is necessary to
determine the centreline of
the material or where you wish
the centre line of the type to
be. Align the material on the
marked centreline securing it
with adhesive tape. The usual
method is to mark the ends of
the sought centreline on the
material and then align these
with the centreline drawn on

For case bindings where it is desred to block directly
onto the spine, the usual approach is to cut a piece ofboard
slightly thicker and certainly no thinner than the cover
board to a width that fits snugly between the boards (see
Figure 4).

FIGURE 4

On this strip, draw a cenheline to represent the cen-
freline of the spine. The centreline of the strip is aligned
with the centreline on the plain paper and secured with
adhesive tape or PVA, It is prudent to prove alignment by
re-checking with carbon paper.

For designs or titles on the covers of books, the snme
alignment method can be used. However, if using a single
strip for fixing, it needs to be set to the side to align with
the area to be blocked under the type. More often, the
easiest method is to tape or paste two strips of board to the
plain paper and butt the cover to be blocked against them
(see Figure 5),

Placement of the title on the spine (or cover) or choice
of design are matters of per-
sonal style and taste.
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FOILS
Blocking today is done almost exclusively with gold,
metallic or coloured pigment foils. A blocking foil has five
layers (see Figure 6).

Carrier

\ hx Release

Colour Layer

Metallic Layer

Adhesive

FIGURE 6

As its name implies, the camer (usually viscose or
polyester) carries all the other layers. Heat andpressure are
applied to the carrier where the wa:r release layer melts to
release the coating from the carier. The coating may be
gold (21 caxat or less) or x1 xlrrmilirrm or metallic-based
layer. Metallic foils are the most commonly used, being
both lighrfast and durable. Colour pigment coatings are
available in a wide range of both gloss and matt finishes,
but being applied thickly, tend to give thick blocking
impressions. Thin foils always yield better defined and
sharper impressions than thick foils.

The adhesive is the last layer of the foil which may be
white, tan or yellow in colour. Its role is to react to the
applied heat to fix the coating onto the work piece. Foil
manufacturers use a variety of adhesives for different
materials and there are differences between those devel-
oped for impervious materials such as polyvinyl cbloride
and for fibrous materials such as bookcloth and leather.

THE VARIABLES
There are three operating factors in blocking which vary
for each material/foil combination:

. Temperatlrre. This is strictly the temperature at the
blocking chase which may not be that as registered
on a dial gauge or as appears regulated by a thermo-
stat. What works can only be determined by exper-
iment but it has lssn found that settings between
130'C to l50oC on dial gauges or thermostats tend
to be satisfactory provided the type has been in the
chase long enough to warm through. If increasing
the temperature, one must allow sufficient time for
the heat to flow through the type cha-se; and con-
versely, if lowering the temperature, one must
allow time for the heat to dissipate out of the already
heated chase assembly.. Pressure Whilst presses all have lever actions to raise
the work table or to lower the head, the pressure
which can be delivered is far in excess of that
required for blocking and canbe detrimental to both
the material and to the type. In the actual blocking
operation, only sufficient pressure is needed to
secure the adhesive to the work piece material. In
general, light pressure works best but can be diffi-
cult to achieve on a large press; experience is
required to develop that'feel'.

FIGURE 3
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o Dwell is the time needed for the type to be held in
contact with the foil. Dwell time should be kept to
a minimum and only needs to be sufficient to melt
the wax and fix the adhesive. Excessive dwell gives
dull impressions and the in-filling of small open
areas ofthe lettering. It is preferable to repeat the
application if not enough dwell has been allowed
(see later) than to over-dwell.

Skilfrrl and successful blocking requires aumque com-
bination of temperature, pressure and dwell for different
materials and foils. The prudent course of action is to
experiment on an offcut of the sarne material before
attempting to block the work piece.

THE ACTION
Once the chase is setup in the press and heated to the
desired temperature, the work piece can be located on or
against its fixings and a preliminary closing made without
any foil in order to make a'blind' impre ssion or indentation
on the work piece to provide a smooth, flat surface which
will receive the blocking foil far more satisfactorily and
reduce the likelihood of 'pin holes'. Dwell for making blind
impressions is not as critical and the pressure can be
somewhat higher than that used for blocking. It is essential
to ensure that the work table is pushed back firmly into
place especially if it has been opened out to get a better
view of the work piece during the operation.

Releasing the press, place a piece of foil over the area
to be blocked by means of tweezers or small forceps
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without opening out the work table, taking particular care
not to dislodge the work piece. The table is then raised (or
the head lowered) by means of the operating hendlg fs1 15g

correct pressure and for the correct dwell time. The whole
blocking process is not a task to be hurried.

Whilst one may be tempted to open out the work table
to inspect the blocking, it is much preferable to remove the
used foil with the forceps and inspect the result without
moving the work piece. If a clean print has not occurred
and a second attempt is required, it can be done on the same
settlng-up with a new piece of foil. Even with notched
stops on the work table runner, the work table if opened
may not relocate exactly and a second blocking could give
a'double' image.

FINISHING THE BLOCKED TMAGE
If the image is a trifle blurred, the excess coating can
usually be removed with very fine steel wool or be picked
off by lightly applymg adhesive tape sticky side down,
particular care being taken not to damage the material. A
light coat of vaseline rubbed over the lettering or desip
gives long term protection and a sharper image.

CARE OF TYPE
This is a subject on its own. It suffices to say that great care
must be taken not to damage the type and that care also be
taken to ensure that the type sets are retumed to their
correct locations (i,e. where they came from) especially
when different fonts and/or point sizes have been used.

EDGE TREATMENTS FOR BOOKS
SPRINKLING
I. Edge treament is easier to perform on new books or on
old books which have been completely resewn onto new
station tapes or cords and endpapers attached. Plough or
guillotine the fore-edge, tail and head of the book to
provide smooth surfaces and lightly glue up the spine to
give the book some rigidity but do not round and back for
the time being.
2. Take two pieces of thick cardboard each cut to a
straight line and place one over and the other one under on
each ofthe book edges, e.g. the head. Knock-up the head
and each cardboard and place on the bench so that the head
slightly overhangs the front of the bench. Secure with a
weight. Prior to placing the book on the bench, place
several sheets ofnewspaper to protect the bench top, the
bench front and the floor. You will be glad that you did!
3. Mix an artist's acrylic watercolour paint to an even
fluid consistency.
4. Dip a tooth brush into the colour, hold about 200 to
300mm away from the book edge and with a paddle-pop
stick, draw the stick along the tooth brush toward you and
observe the effect of the spray. Repeat if necessary. It
would be advisable to practise this action on something
else before attempting the book edge. If a second (or a
third) colour(s) is desired to be added, wait till the preced-
ing colow has dned and use a fresh tooth brush(es) and
paddle-pop stick(s) to apply the next colour(s).
5. Repeat the same operation for the fore-edge and tail.

MARBLING
1. Trim or guillotine the fore-edge, tail and head of the
book and smooth the surfaces with fine abrasive paper.
Lightly glue up the spine to give the book some rigidity but
do not round and back for the time being.
2. Take two pieces of dressed 40 x I 3mm timber and two
pieces ofthick cardboard oflengths greater than the book
edges and place on each side ofthe book edges with the
timber pieces outermost. hLnock-up the book edge together
with the timbers and boards and tightly clamp these with
G-clrmps. The purpose of tightly clamping is to act as a
masking device and to ensure that the marbling is applied
only on the book edge surface and to prevent the colouring
from entering the inside pages of the book.
3. In a large tray, dissolve some gum arabic or carrageen
moss in the proportions of 60 grams perlitre ofclean water.
There are other texts on marbling and on the types of
marbling sizes available. Advice should be sought on the
preparation ofthese.
4. Sprinkle some artist's acrylic water colours on the
surface of the marbling size, swirl these around with a
brush and/or a comb to make a:r attractive pattern. Do not
leave unfilled areas.
5. Taking 16s glamped-up book, place one end ON@ut
not into), ensure that the book is held vertically on the
coloured surface and roll the remainder of the book edge
over the colour in a gentle steady action. Allow to dry and
repeat the same operation for the other edges.
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REATTACHING BOARDS OF LEATHER BINDINGS
The best preservation methods together with the mimimising of labour intensive procedures are problems which face
libraies and collections administrators. The following technique for reattaching boards ofleather bindings which serves
as a compromise is reprintedfrom lie Bindersr Guild Newsletter (Yol XD{ No 1). This methodis most usefulfor tight-
back bindings whose spines cannot be removed easily.

7-I-l HIS TECHNIQUE CAN ONLY BE USED on books

I that are no larger than 200mm in height and have a
I maximum thickness of 40mm and the books must

have a substantial shoulder with a firm. secure textblock.
However, ifthe book hes none ofthese features and the
leather on the covers cannot be lifted, this technique
crnnot be used. The procedure is as follows:

l. Completely sever any remain:ng connection be-
tween boards and textblock. Clean offthe spine edges of
boards and trim off any cord remnants. Carefirlly lift the
board leather for 20 - 30mm from the edge of the boards.
(Ifthe book is half- or quarter-leather, the board covering
should be lifted to the edge of the leather).
2. Commencingwitheitherthe frontorthe backofthe

book only, remove the fly leaf if it is Xtipped on. (If sewn-
on, new fly leaves can be added later).
3. Use sized Japanese tissue to form the hinge, such as

Moiki,which is a strong (thick) solid dyed paper possess-
ing a high tearing srength and is sometimes available in a
range of colours. If sizing is required, this can be done with
a methyl cellulose wash. Colouring may also be done at
this stage using an acrylic paint mixed in with the size.
(Very little of the hinge will be visible on the outside, so

colouring may not be necessary).
4. Cut the paper to the exact height (or length) of the

boards and about 75mm wide. Tear one edge by "needle"
tearing or with a water pen such as a Sta€dlar-Mars rM

Graphic 3000 No 13 (which is the palest of pinks) with the
colour washed out and refilled with water. Crease sharply
(valley fold) along the length of about 6mm in from the
torn edge.
5. Paste upthe 6mm areaandthe shoulderareaofthe

book and attach the hi n ge to the textblock and the shoulder.
Rub well until &y. The hing should be centred top to
bottom, msfshing up exirctly with the spine. The excess
paper at the head and tail ofthe textblock will be trimmed
offlater. A 50-50 mix of methyl cellulose and PVA may
also be use in lieu of paste.

6. Crease the paper sharply at the top ofthe shoulder
and fold it down along the shoulder to the textblock.

7 . Crease the paper sharply at that point and bring the
rest ofthe paper back up to the top ofthe shoulder.
8. Crease sharply once again at the top ofthe shoulder.

Now you have formed a pleat.
9. From the last crease, measure the hinge to the

desired width and cut (or tear) offthe excess paper. See
Figure l.
10. Glue out the exposed board area and the spine edge
of the board. Attach ths hinge, pushing the board snugly
back into the shoulder, making sure that the pleat is
between the board edge and the shoulder. See Figure 2.
I l. Place polyester film between the lifted leather and

the paper hinge to prevent the leather from attaching to the
board at thrs stage, and also between the textblock and the
board. Give the book afirm nip rnthe press inthis position.

Board

Text block

FIGURE 2

12. Remove the book.and gently pull the board for-
wild, opening the pleat. Glue up the interior of the pleat
with mix and press the board snugly into the shoulder area.
Bandage the book firmly (fust protecting the spine area
with waxed paper) with an elastic bandage. Allow to dry
completely before removing the bandage.
13, Check inside to make sure the hinge is firmly

attached along the edge ofthe board.
14. Tip or hinge on the old flyleaves (or tip on a new

one). Take care with step; do not bend the flyleaf and put
it into the hinge because no sprrce has been left for it.
I 5. Trim offthe excess paper at the head and tail of the
textblock.
16. Glue down the leather on the cover nith PYA.
17. Ifnecessary, touch up the colour ofthe hinge area
inside and outside.
18. Repeat the entire procedure for the second board.
Remember, that the board should be positioned before
gluing up byusing aright-angle toensure properalignment
ofthe front and back boards. Ifthe boards are not evenly
placed, the book won't stand properly erect - it will lean to
one side or even topple over.

Leathers exhibiting signsof redrot are in abad condition.
These maybe consolidatedbya 2% solutionof KLU-CEL G
dissolved n pure ethanol (ethyl alcohol). ANY water
present, even a trace, will turn most leathers black - and it's
sudden, horriSing and permanent!

If it is considered that a single piece of Japanese
tissue may not give the desired strength for a hinge repau,
then it is suggested that two pieces of tissue paper pasted
together may be used to effect the hmge.

Lifted leather

Tom edge

FIGURE 1

Lifted leather

Text block

Pleat
folded in
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\I /e propose rr the following article to give. lor the benefit of
Y Y numerous subscnbers who have written to The British and

Foreign Mechanic upon the subject, some information upon
bookbindtng.

Having practised as an amateur bookbinder for the last ten or
a dozen years, and during that time bound all orr own and a great
many of our friends' books, we feel competent to give all the
information requisite in binding up numbers such as The British
and Foreign Mechanic, or similar publications; and we have no
doubt that after a little practice and the exercise of some patience.
several of our readers will be enabled to nrm out tolerably
presentable specimens of the bookbinder's art.

Like most mechanical operations, it is rather difficult to
make it thoroughly understanderable upon paper, for if a work-
man has to serye an appenticeship of some years before he is
considered as a qualified hand, the readers of this paper must
expect to practise, and use much patience, and meet with many
disappointnents, before they can hlm out a workmanlike piece
of binding; but for joumals or works ltke The British and Foreign
Mechanic, which are only required to be done up hto a portable
compact volume for the convenience of study, to great finish,
much may be done in a short time, and with but small outlay for
tools, &c.

We propose then to give, firstly, a description of the tools,
&c., necessary for the plain binding of a book, and keeping in
mind our own first bungling efforts, we will endeavour to give
such practical inforrnation as will enable the reader to make a

better first effort than our own maiden attempts, in which we
crme to grief, spoiling the volume by cutting offhalf ao inch of
the letterpress in trying to plough the edges with a razor.

After giving instructioos in plain binding a volume, we
intend to say something about gilt lettering and finishing.

Those that are professionally interested in the bookbinding
business will please notice that these remarks are written by an
amateur, and if there should be such a thing as a hades' union in
that respectable branch of business, they will, we sincerely hope,
leave us unmolested, as our only aim in writing this article is to
enable subscribers to this and similar publications to bind up and
preserve what might else be left kicking about, and get de-
stoyed, and not to injure the trade, although we confess to
having gained the most part of knowledge on the subject some-
what surreptitiously, by peepfug into shop windows and prying
down area gratings, bravrng the indignant looks of workmen and
the suspicious glances of policemen in our thirst for knowiedge.

TOOLS
The tools that will be required are a cutting press and plough, a

stitching frame, a large flat smooth stone, or piece of iron, to beat
the sheets upon when folded, in order to make them lie close and
compact, and free from "wobbling", a sure sign of a badly-bound
book'; and a hammer to beat them with - the hammer should have
a face of about 3yrn. diameter, and must be pretty heavy, and
have a handle about 7rn. long.
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The cutting press is generally about 3ft. long, made of trro
pieces of strong wood, about 5in. square, and with a stong
wooden screw at each end (see fig. 1); the two slips of wood A,
A. are for the plough to nrn in.

The plough is made from two pieces ofwood about ten inches
by four and one inch thick, it has a wooden screw (A fig. 2) for
the purpose of closrng the cheeks while cutting, and likewise to
form a handle. We shall presently describe the way in which the
plough is worked. B (fig. 2) is the cutting blade, an enlarged view
of which is shown in frg. 3, the way in which the knife is fastened
to the plough will easily be understood by referring to the
drawiag.
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The stitching frame is shown
in fig. 4, and requires but little
explanation; A, A, A, A area the
strings to which the numbers are to be stitched.

Two or three pairs of cutting boards will also be requied; they
are made of some hard wood, such as beech, about three inches
wide; and bevelled off like a feather-edged board, being about
halfan inch wide at one edge and a quarter ofan inch at the other;
when used the widest part is uppemrost, so as to gnp the book
tightest where the cutting knife will come.

The cutting press should be mounted upon a box with a testle
at each end, as shewn in fig. 5, the box is to catch the sha"urgs.

We will now suppose that the numbers which are to be bound
are folded straight and even*, that is, having the top and bottom
comers of each page of letterpress exactly over each other;
having seen to this, the next operation is to take about six
numbers at a time, and to beat them well with the hammer upon
the stone or iron before described, a large piece of smooth marble
does very weil for this purpose, but it must be thick or the blows
will crack it. Having hemmered them well upon one side, tum
them over and hammer the other, taking care that the woodcuts
or type does not "set off' - that is, leave an impression upon the
adjoining page, which it is very likely to do if the printng is at
all new; in that case, some tissue paper should be placed over the
engravings, in the case of a newly printed work, the sheets should
be hung out upon lmes in a luke warm room in order to dry the
mk thoroughly.

+ This must be particularly attended to, as it is quite imnossible to
make a book look well if this is badly done.

To be continued
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